Career Profile

A weekly series devoted to providing information on career exploration

Manufacturing

October is Manufacturing Month in Ohio.
The Lorain County Growth Partnership
(LCGP) is once again proud to promote
October as Manufacturing Month. This is
the sixth year that the State of Ohio has
declared October as the month to recognize our local manufacturers and to bring
careers in manufacturing as an option to
our middle and high school students, and
to our transitioning workforce.
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What interests you? Do
Ohio is $70,251. Manufacturers have the highest combined
you like cars, motorcycles,
salaries and benefits of any industry in the United States.
shoes, cooking, clothes, or

basketball? Somebody had to make all of
the pieces and parts associated with each
of those interests. Someone designs the
products, someone creates the prototypes
and someone makes or assembles everything we use today. In fact, 12.4 million
people are employed in manufacturing in
the United States.
American manufacturing is about innovation, technology and
skills. It doesn’t necessarily require a four
year degree. You must
be dedicated and a
hard worker. A starting
position can be attained
with a high school diploma and short-term
training. You can always pursue additional
education. And, once
established, you could continue your education in an engineering or business field
with the possibility of tuition paid by your
employer.
You could have a career as a machinist,
CNC operator, maintenance technician, or
welder and be making an average of 18%
more than your friends. Did you know
that the average annual wage for manufacturing in Ohio is $58,190? Manufacturers have the highest combined salaries
and benefits of any industry in the United
States.
Today’s manufacturing environments are
clean, safe, and high tech. The old stereotype image of manufacturing is outdated. In fact, American manufacturing
uses computers, robots, 3D printing, and
specialized materials. In Ohio, there are
over 14,000 companies contributing to
our state’s economy. They provide great
jobs and opportunities to advance into all
types of company roles.

Did you know
that the average
annual wage for
manufacturing in
Ohio is $58,190?

Manufacturing is Strong in Ohio
and Manufacturers Need You!

(Source: Manufacturing Careers in Ohio, from MAGNET, DreamItDoItOhio.org, and Ohio Manufacturing Extension Partnership 2015)

This year’s Manufacturing Month kickoff event was hosted by Thogus in Avon Lake. Thogus was co-founded in 1950 by Jack
Thompson (the grandfather of current Thogus president Matt Hlavin) and Walter Gus. Thompson and Gus combined their
names to name their company: Thogus. Thogus began as a tool and die company, and then grew to become an injection
molding company. Through constant innovation and visionary leadership, the family-owned business has grown significantly and now contains multiple companies including rp+m, a rapid prototyping and additive manufacturing firm, RPT
manufacturer of radiation protection technologies and JALEX Medical supports the design and development of biomedical
devices and provides regulatory and quality consulting.

Did you know?
Lorain County is home to 367 manufacturing establishments.
•

17, 827 individuals work in manufacturing in Lorain County.

•

12.5% of all Ohio workers were employed in manufacturing in 2016.

•

Almost 50% of Ohio manufacturing firms employ fewer than 10 people
while 0.4% employ more than 1000.
Source: 2017 Ohio Manufacturing Counts, The Ohio Manufacturers’ Association, ohiomfg.com
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